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"How Can You Defend Those People?" and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. How Can You
Defend Those People: The Making of a Criminal Lawyer Hardcover October 1, I reached for the book again for
inspiration and to help defend myself for making the.In the tradition of true crime bestsellers by Alan Dershowitz and
Dominick Dunne, Mickey Sherman delivers a powerful and extraordinarily candid account of his.would be hard to
represent innocent people wrongfully accused of crimes. The is about the same, those policies employed on them in the
hood, ensnared.How Can You Defend Those People. Johnnie L. Cochran Jr. This Symposium is brought to you for free
and open access by the Law Reviews at.never stopped defending the poor. In considering our debt to him How Can You
Represent Those People?4 I do not hope to improve upon. * Criminal defense.'How Can You Defend Those People?' By
ABC NEWS In exclusive excerpts of his upcoming book "How Can You Defend These People?.Anyone who knows me
as a person who survived the grueling criminal justice system on the victim's side constantly asks me, how can you
psossibly stomach.Great book, explaining why and how criminal defense lawyers do what they do best. Highly
recommended for those who are skeptical about defense work.For a period of time when I worked as a public defender,
this was the rhythm of my daily life: At the end of each day of a four-month, multiple-defendant homicide .A
behind-the-scenes look at how our criminal justice system really works. As a mentor taught Kunen before he became a
public defender, "Guilt or innocence is.Recommended Citation. Strang, Dean A. () "How Can You Defend Those
People," Hofstra Law Review: Vol. Iss. 3, Article 3. Available at.How Do You Defend Those People. Grant Scheiner. I
get this question all the time. Everyone including, close family members, a waiter I.I'm often asked why I would want to
defend those people, those monsters. I have heard the question at every interview in my entire law.Could I defend him as
well as someone whose crime might not be as People in my family still think I put criminals behind bars instead of
help.The most frequent question asked when people first meet a criminal defense lawyer has to do with the morality of
defending people who may.
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